Presentation of all entries, received in the contest

The Contest
• The European Competition for innovative career guidance games and tools took place in
the period June – December 2019.
• It aimed to enhance, recognize and promote good practices of innovative tools,
interactive games, scenarios, methods, platforms and other digital and non-digital gamebased instruments for career guidance, information and counseling.
• The contest was open for career guidance professionals from all European countries.

The Contest
We received 38 ideas from 13 countries.
3 national awards will be announced in each partner country, as well as 3 international
awards for participants from other European countries beyond the consortium.
• All participants with more than 80 points will receive a certificate, and their tools will be presented on
the Future Time Traveler website and on the Facebook page.
• Participants and teams who submitted the best practices in each country will be invited to demonstrate
their instruments during the national final event in the end of 2020.
• The 3 awarded tools and games will be included in the e-book and will be promoted through the
Euroguidance network across Europe.
• The winner from each country and the winner from the international contest will be awarded a
participation in a study visit, hosted by Aspire-Igen, which is the UK Euroguidance center.

FIRST PLACE, Bulgaria

Transformika Coaching Cards
Iana Avramova

An award-winning tool based on powerful questions.
It opens paths to solving personal or professional challenges.
The Cards cover 32 topics related to career development.
They are designed to help you gain clarity on your goals and
challenges. The powerful consecutive questions smoothly
guide you through the process. Asking the right questions
helps you understand and experience life from entirely
different perspectives and brings an abundance of
opportunities.
The Cards provide questions that help you move from the
analytical to the creative hemisphere of your brain. The tool
is devoted to awakening your inner power, provoke curiosity,
empathy and helps you unleash your full potential.
The set comes in a printed and digital version.

SECOND PLACE, Bulgaria

Cover your needs, Discover your career - Creative Toolbox
Niya Petrova
Public Compass

The interactive career guidance tool aims at promoting selfawareness, personal and career planning. It is based on
experiential learning and includes 3 components:
• The Method Cards are ambiguous pictures which provoke
awareness of goals, problems and emotions through the power
of visualization and metaphor.
• The Personal development canva is used for defining personal
and professional goals, presented as a mountain climb. With
the help of a facilitator, participants formulate necessary steps
and resources, analyze potential difficulties and opportunities
for support, set timeline.
• Coaching kit - with questions, career cases and SWOT analysis.
Participants discuss a case, clarify the real problem and look for
possible solutions. The consequences of various actions or lack
of action are also discussed.

THIRD PLACE, Bulgaria

My Career Path
Elitsa Kostova

Board game with related activities and questionnaires that aims
to support young people (14-21 years) in making a profile of
the most suitable career for them and in developing their
strengths and talents. Along with that, they improve their
knowledge of different jobs and about starting a career.
The game looks at 4 main components - passion and talent, the
intersection of which provides guidance on the most
appropriate career path; values that provide guidance for the
right environment and work structure and the superpowers or
strengths of character that are key to success in any career.
Once a profile has been created, young people can take part in
an online program to develop their areas of talent and passion
and to enhance their strengths through simple activities.
The game has been tested with 2000 participants with level of
satisfaction 9,4 out of 10 and 78% implementation of the
career plan. It helps young people improve their goal-setting,
self-reflection and sense of initiative.

Bulgaria

Listen to Your Career Advisor
Stefan Kalpachev

The activity is designed to improve students' knowledge and
judgment of the professions that are appropriate for them. It
involves a role-play and 2 writing assignments.
Students form couples and interview each other. Each
participant draws up a report identifying the main personality
codes of their partner according to Holland’s typology. They
analyze how realistic the career aspiration of their partner are,
and recommend career alternatives. Finally, each one prepares a
job analysis for 2 jobs recommended by their partner.
In order to begin this game, students must be familiar with the
basic concepts of career development theories, and to have
conducted career planning classes.

Bulgaria

Znam.be online career tool
Angel Georgiev

Znam.be is an online career questionnaire that can be filled-in
anonymously by children and parents. By answering 24 simple
questions, the user receives a suggestion for the most suitable
job, based on the answers.
The questionnaire provides an opportunity for career guidance
that meets the needs of the education system, business and
raises the current topic of the professions of the future. The
approach is within the framework of the European Commission
for key competences of the future, and the results are linked to
one of the 18 industry sectors set as a global priority by the UN.
The aim of the project is to offer new and up-to-date learning
approaches tailored to the students' interests, as well as to help
young people in their search for the right profession. The idea
was accompanied by an educational tour, which included the visit
of 35 schools in 27 cities in Bulgaria.

Bulgaria

“Job Under the Magnifying Glass” Educational Game
Iliyana Kalinova

The game is created as an extension of the site http://podlupa.in
and is aimed at middle school students (grades 5-8). It helps
them improve their information about different jobs and support
decision making for further education tracks.
It uses 60 cards, divided into 6 groups, which cover the main
fields of human activity: people, technology, information, nature,
art, objects. Each job is described in 5 categories: pay and
education, autonomy and responsibility; working conditions and
means; abilities and skills; personality characteristics.
Up to 6 individual players / teams can participate in the game.
Their goal is to represent a job by collecting all the necessary
cards, and the other participants should vote for the best
represented profession.
Thus, participants improve their knowledge about jobs.

Bulgaria

Create and Release on the Market
Elisaveta Zaykova

The game aims at developing career management through a
project-based team work. Its target group are high school
students (8-12 graders).
The participants work in teams to create a prototype of a
biodegradable toy. They implement a production line and plan
an advertising campaign to promote the toy on the market for
maximum sales.
The game is is based on the experiential learning approach
and can be used both individually or in groups, in a training or
as part of a longer career guidance program for students.
Through the game, participants develop various career skills:
teamwork, work under pressure, within limited resources and
time, flexible behavior in a dynamic and competitive
environment; creativity, responsibility and self-criticism, selfpresentation.

Bulgaria

Family Job Trees Project
Tania Nikolova

Practical assignment for fourth-graders - to
prepare a tree of the professions in their family.
Children research and describe the jobs in their
family, what tasks, skills and personal qualities
they involve. They learn about already forgotten,
less common occupations, and share their own
career dream. In the end, the class produces a
Family Job Trees book.
The activity help, children realize that people are
happy only if they do what they love.

Bulgaria

Career Guidance Trainings
Gergana Todorova

The training seminars support the selfreflection and of young people aged 14-18
years, and their career awareness.
Part of the activities prepare participants how
to obtain the information they need about the
professions they are interested in and the
paths that lead to them.
The other part is related to personality of the
participants - getting to know themselves and
building useful habits and career skills.

Bulgaria

“Mosaic” Interactive Career Game
Teodora Milenkova

The game aims to support the career choice of
higher education, specialty and realization. It is
interactive and based on the website of the
University of Food Technology - Plovdiv.
It provides information about the specialties and
fields of study and is suitable for presenting the
university to candidate students, teachers,
parents. It can also be used by career counselors in
the career guidance process.
The game allows you to go through different
training options. Everyone can arrange their own
Mosaic model, in their own order and interests,
following their own sequence. An element of the
game is the realization.

Bulgaria

“I know, I can, I will be…” Project
Rumyanka Dimitrova

The project is aimed at students aged 11-13. They
expand their knowledge and skills about the
artistic jobs by turning themselves into writers,
screenwriters, artists, illustrators, directors,
requisites, music designers and artists.
Students have to create a "living book" - "writers"
invent a story, write a script on it, “painters"
illustrate, and "artists" give life to the work.

Bulgaria

The House of Professions
Polina Karadzhova

The activity enables children aged 6 - 8 to learn
more types of jobs by associating the profession
with a specific item.
12 popular professions are chosen: artist, dentist,
teacher, cleaner, police officer, cook, babysitter,
driver, car mechanic, hairdresser, tailor and
musician. For each profession, one object is placed
at the bottom of the house.
The child has to find out who is using the object
and to consider where to place the job card. The
tasks help children develop the their logical
thinking and their observation skills.

Bulgaria

“Am I This Person” Career Board Game
Rositsa Dimova

Board game for self-exploration and learning for
decision-making. The game consists of 60 cards,
one canvas, a dice and a backpack. It is intended
for 2-10 players aged at least 15 years.
Each participant draws cards with the attributes
written on them and assesses how much they
relate to him - according to himself and from the
perspective of others. On the basis of
comparison, everyone makes a plan on how to
develop the desired qualities and career skills.

Bulgaria

“Directions” Career Guidance Club
Slava Marinova

The club is aimed at the career and social
education of children between 11 and 14 years.
The idea is to acquire the necessary qualities and
attitudes for good realization, social skills such as
teamwork and financial culture.
Seventh-graders participate in trainings on
"Global Human Emotions in Real Life", "Rear
View Mirror", "LIFE IS A PUZZLE".
Through their work, seventh-graders discover the
connection between the global world,
opportunities for realization and personality.

FIRST PLACE, Italy

IL BRUCOFARFALLA. FANTASIA PER CRESCERE
Federico V., Arianna P., Daniele A.

Il Brucofarfalla is a unique social publishing company:
it is the first publishing house for children managed
together with people with intellectual disabilities,
preliminarily trained and supported by professionals.
It is a cultural revolution that influences the
prospects of job placement for people with
disabilities, who are still too often not hired for their
skills but for their disabilities.
Il Brucofarfalla, through collective writing courses,
media education and business management, gives
life to a personal and collective path of creation aimed
at improving the quality of life of the individual and
the community in which he/she lives.

SECOND PLACE, Italy

VOCATION STORY
Girolamo G.

Girolamo is a “humanist coach” and his work is aimed at
teenagers in a view to combine their professional/personal
vocation with their talents, in order for them to be able to
outline a strategy for improving the skills that are in line
with their desires:
• Humanism is the approach used with adolescents to
develop a talent that is sustainable over time and
satisfying for the individual.
• The use of Non-Violent Communication allows children to
discover their own needs,
• while storytelling techniques teach them how to tell
themselves and others about their project, and
• finally, through the humanist coaching integrated with
personal branding, the best strategies are outlined for
startup.

SECOND PLACE, Italy

HARMOONIA: SAVE THE GUARDIANS
Brunella B., Giada M., Stefania B., Emanuela B., Gioele C.

Harmoonia is a gamified app designed to increase
young people's awareness around the UN’s SDGs
Agenda 2030 and promote the adoption of virtuous
behaviors, towards sustainability and respect for
the environment.
The knowledge acquired through the use of the
gamified app is a first step in bringing young
people closer to those professional sectors directly
involved in the management of the environmental
impact.

FIRST PLACE, Germany

Career check with personal indoor course for education fairs
BIZ (Beratungs- und Informationszentrum für Bildung und Beruf;
Counselling and Information Centre for Education and Career)
Lucerne, Switzerland:

"Going straight for exciting professions instead of wandering aimlessly around the vocational
fair" - this is the motto of the "Career Check with Personal Hall Course".
The first step is the Career Check, which means that young people answer a short
questionnaire of their interests online.
With the result code they pick up an individual hall plan at the information stand. On this
plan, their personal code is used to show them a route through the exhibition hall and
vocational and further training stands tailored to their interests. Along this "route", they can
find their way directly and easily to the exhibition stands where professions matching their
interest profile are presented.

SECOND PLACE, Germany

Ariston vocational aptitude test
Ariston Psychometrics, Greece:

Find out which professions suit you best.

First you take a computer-based test.
Afterwards, a specially trained careers adviser will
discuss the test results with you in detail: He or she will
talk to you about your skills and talents, your
professional personality, your self-esteem and your
interests, and introduce you to the professions that best
suit you.
If you wish, your personal career advisor can also come
to your home via Skype.

FIRST PLACE, Poland

Career map - a free, interactive tool for educational and
vocational counseling
Anna Stokowska, Małgorzata Kazubska
Katalyst Education

• Career Map is a free tool supporting the implementation of topics
in the field of educational and vocational counseling at school. At
www.mapakarier.org we develop a database of professions (over
500) and ideas for classes from kindergarten to the final exams.
• Career Map is not only a website, but also activities supporting the
development of modern educational and vocational counseling in
Poland. We run stationary and online trainings, we actively
participate in conferences and events addressed to vocational
counselors and teachers.
• We are also constantly developing materials to work with our tool in
offline mode - such as printed competition cards or games
published in PDF files that make consulting classes more attractive.

FIRST PLACE, Portugal

Talent Trivial
Commander Rui Nabeiro's
Postgraduate International Center

The game intends to work on intrinsic concepts, in a
relaxed and direct way, leading the QUALIFICA Center's
candidates to recognize essential competences and
acknowledge their talents.
It encourages individuals to get out of their comfort zone,
explore their latent skills through reflecting on their daily
life experience, identify their talents as a way of valuing
and developing their life projects, demystify barriers, and
find balance for reaching their goals.

As a result, players improve their self-knowledge and
identify their own talents.

SECOND PLACE, Portugal

InKluD: Digital Game for Promoting Soft Skills in At-Risk Youth
Nuno Lopes

The digital adventure game aims to support career and personal
development professionals working with young people aged 14-21 years, at
risk of drop-out and social exclusion.
Young people are the protagonists of this game, being hired to manage the
branch of a real estate company. The players are in charge of satisfying
clients’ needs and achieving the objectives set by the headquarters. They
have to deal with different situations within the company and carry out
actions that will help them get promoted and avoid being fired. This game
simulates real situations with the use of Role Plays, enabling players to
choose the best option.
The game addresses topics like: job interview, dealing with a complaint and
criticism, leadership, asking for help, assertiveness, planning and structuring
priorities. It helps players develop their employability skills.

THIRD PLACE, Portugal

Orient'Arte: Psycho-educational Project for Personal and
Vocational Development with the Use of Cinema
Sofia Rodrigues

The project seeks to explore the impact of cinema in
enhancing the development of adolescents on
vocational, personal, creative and social levels.

It emerges as a response to identified needs related to
young people at risk of dropping out of school and social
exclusion, having skills gaps at individual and social levels
and drifting towards their sense of life.
The project promotes the complementarity between
Vocational Psychology and Cinema, along with its
potential in terms of global psychological development.

FIRST PLACE, Greece

The Educational Drama in the Career of Counseling
Ioanna Papavasileiou & Christina Zourna, University of Macedonia

• As a doctoral dissertation and for the first time internationally,
research is being conducted to study the impact of his experiential
method Drama Training (DT) in developing professional decision
making skills and developing self-sufficiency in career and career
choices.
• Important issues that the DT studies through appropriate story (real or
fictional) and selected techniques each time: exploring the self and
indirectly or directly related to the environment (family / social, work /
professional), various forms of decision-making process through
finding, formulating and exploring various possible alternatives
dilemmas or problems, and their consequences.
• At DT, individuals participate as integrated personalities (sense and
emotion), experience experiences as 'acting' subjects, who act, react,
interact and reflect on actions and decisions, in a protected and secure
environment of acceptance and personal expression.

SECOND PLACE, Greece

Painting the Jobs of the Future
Helen Papadopoulou, Educator

• The children painted with brushes and colors on large
measure paper the professions they imagined would exist in
the future. They worked together as a team, exchanging
ideas and suggestions for future jobs and how they would be
displayed on paper.
• The aim of the students, through painting and in a playful
way, was to formulate their thoughts on how they imagine
the future work and at the same time express their desire
for the future work they would like to have.
• The method that had used was learning through play,
creative expression and reflection while sharing different
visions / approaches of the future with their peers.

Testimonies from children:
“I painted Mr. Robot, a robot
repairman, as I believe there will be
many robots in the future and will
help people with their jobs.”

THIRD PLACE, Greece

A different Scrabble, with career words
Georgia Kanellou, Educator

• Scrabble is a classic word game, but we've adapted it so it's
related to the career. Each child would draw 7 letter plates at
random and try to make use of their letters to create careerrelated words.
• The main purpose of the game was to help students reach a
career and to understand which words relate to that
concept. Still, Scrabble was chosen to keep kids in touch with
careers and to have fun playing.
• Essentially, learning through play has become a career in the
future and in the wider context of future work.

Testimonies from children:
“Today I won because I found the
word qualified in the last round.”

THIRD PLACE, Greece

Cardboard of the future
Amalia Kalamatianou, Educator

• The students receive "cards of the future" in various designs
and colors, immediately starting to plan what they dream of.
• The purpose of this practice is to make children familiar with
the future and the idea that tomorrow's citizens are going to
be part of society. In addition, through the tools to be used by
future professions, students realize that a few years later they
will have the jobs they dream of.
• The method used is Learning through play. In particular, the
imaginative game in which the child is transferred from reality
to the realm of fantasy has greater pedagogical value.
Through this, children can express a variety of problems that
concern them, but at the same time they can also relieve
stress.

Testimonies from children:
“My team and I created a ball that
can detect whether children are
happy or not. If children are happy
the ball is changing color. If they
aren’t, the ball stops rolling.”

FIRST PLACE, UK

Panjango
Jon Maiden

Panjango is a world of experiential learning, both online and offline, that connects learning
to life and equips young people with the practical knowledge, skills and experience to find
their purpose and fulfil their potential.
Panjango Online is a virtual learning environment which allows young people to explore the
world of work through contextualised and gamified Knowledge, Skills and Experience
challenges relating to more than 120 different jobs. The platform directly maps the core
Maths, English and Science curriculum onto work-related challenges to give learning real
world context, and places students into the shoes of different professionals for a more
interactive and intuitive exploration of careers.
Panjango also takes a futuristic look at the world of work. Panjango Trumps: Future Jobs
uses the popular ‘Top Trump’ format to explore 50 weird and wonderful jobs of the future,
from Rewilder to Robot Repairer, or Memory Surgeon to Martian Botanist! We worked with
some of the world's leading futurists to forecast some of the exciting jobs that young
people will have the opportunity to do in the future to help prepare them for the world
they will grow up into, rather than the one that exists today.

Panjango also have a second trumps game exploring current jobs, and a board game
primarily aimed at engaging families in career learning and discussions about future life
choices.
Panjango’s games and resources are targeted at young people aged 8-13 (the transition
phase between primary and secondary school). We aim to give young people’s learning
greater meaning, help them find their purpose and equip them with the practical
knowledge and skills to not just survive, but thrive in life after school.

FIRST PLACE, UK

Get Career Confident: Using social media platforms to engage, guide
and advise young people, their teachers and parents about their futures
Miranda Glavin

Get Career Confident is a brand new, free careers guidance programme
supporting students, their parents/carers and teachers in Brighton, Hove and
Sussex (UK) offering bespoke one-to-one careers advice sessions, specially
curated lesson materials and targeted social media content.
Our face to face support is enhanced by a range of differentiated, timely and
localised online careers education resources delivered through social media
channels. On our channels we share news, hints, tips, reminders and how-to
videos on topics such as choosing GCSEs, applying to college, understanding
apprenticeships and university and getting your first job, as well as inspiring
videos of local people talking about their careers. Our materials are open
source and in selected schools, we also share videos during PSHE and tutor
times to help teachers prepare and inspire students for their next steps. Our
users sign up to receive our regular newsletters and can access careers
guidance from professional advisors via our online channels.
We have three social media platforms targeted to our three core users:
instagram for young people, facebook for parents and carers and twitter for
teachers and careers advisors.

THIRD PLACE, UK

Impact Gamers: Using game making as a tool for mentoring and young people
development
Adam Syrop

Objectives: To help young people grow in confidence, meet new friends, create
computer games and learn ICT skills.
Tool: We use Clickteam Fusion on PCs to teach young people how to make computer
games. The aim is to get young people out of their dark rooms playing violent games,
into a light space with others, sharing ideas, creating together, coding positing games.
Changing gamers to makers.
Method: We use the actual game making as a way to engage with the young people.
When they are focused on a task that interests them, that they have creative control
over we empower them. It also means we don’t have eye contact when talking to them
which allows for more thoughtful conversations and silence where no one feels
awkward. By seeing their work and hearing their ideas we can encourage and build
self-esteem with words of praise and genuine interest.
Target users: We work mostly young people 7-16yrs in the most deprived
areas/situations. But we are well aware having a mix of privilege in the group helps
build varied and useful dynamics and allows people to make friends with those
different from themselves.

FIRST PLACE, non-partner countries

OpinTori online career guidance service (Finland)
Tea Remahl, OSAO Ovi

The online career guidance service opintori.info is open to all
interested in career planning and education in the region of
Northern Ostrobothnia, Finland. Service and its digital platform
were created in the European Social Fund (ESF) project 2016-2019
but is now operated by OSAO Ovi applicant services.
Multichannel guidance service reaches people in all ages, socioeconomic status or place of residence. Hundreds of people use the
service every month and the customer satisfaction rate is 93 %.
Service is easy and comfortable to use, and it can be used also
anonymously.
Service is open 24/7 in the internet. Career counsellors work
weekly from 8 am to 16 pm. People can use smart self-help, chat,
leave messages in different ways, use social media, call or come to
meet counsellor face-to-face. Use of the digital platform has
changed the work of counsellors and taken the guidance service
and customer satisfaction up to date.

SECOND PLACE, non-partner countries

Making better career decisions (Israel)
Prof. Itamar Gati

A free, anonymous, self-help site that helps individuals to make better
career decisions. This goal is achieved by (a) increasing the individual's
career decision-making readiness, (b) promoting awareness of the
individual's decision making, (c) guiding the individual through a
systematic three-stage process (PIC) that reduces the complexity of the
process and the information overload:
The Prescreening helps locate a small set of promising alternatives that
are worth further in-depth exploration; In-depth exploration checks the
compatibility of each alternative with the individual's traits, resulting in
a short list of suitable alternatives; and Choice allows to determine the
best of them, weighing their relative advantages and disadvantages.
www.CDDQ.org is the international (English) version of Future Directions
- the Israeli website (www.kivunim.com; both are free and anonymous).
It comprises 6 self-help assessments. The website is used by about
20,000 individuals around the world annually; Its Israeli version has
been used by more than 560,000 individuals, mostly young adults.

THIRD PLACE, non-partner countries

Watchado.com (Austria)
The next gen career orientation platform for job starters (14-30), which
helps users to find their calling and a job with 3 key components:
• More than 7000 employee videos (from Nobel prize winners to people
next door). The text-based job profiles added to each video provides
users with additional information on education, skills, etc.
• The matching tool helps user find relevant job suggestions, comparing
their job preferences with those of the professionals already interviewed,
similarly to a dating platform. The tool takes into account the diversity of
tasks within the same job from company to company and is based on
pairing personal interests and values.
• The platform allows to discover relevant job offers based on user profile
and behavior. The job listings are enhanced with relevant video content
in order to help users make an informed career decision.
Currently working on a soft skills test, letting young people know what their
latent abilities are and how to expand them.

Special award, non-partner countries

The Sustainable Career Cards Sort (Switzerland)
Shékina Rochat

“Where your talents and the needs of the world cross;
there lies your vocation” (Aristotle).
The Sustainable Career Cards Sort propose a game to identify the
world’s most pressing needs and to allow career clients reflecting on
how their career path can contribute to solving them.
The game consists of 20 illustrated cards displaying the current
world’s needs, based on the list of the UN 2030 goals for sustainable
development. Participants (16-77 years) are asked to review each
card, to choose the goals that affect them, and to reflect on the
unique way they can use their interests, abilities and traits at the
service of these goals.
Integrating this good practice in career counseling can help promote
both the greater good of humanity and meaningful careers.

Non-partner countries

KIPINÄ SPARKS Career Counselling (Finland)
Minna Kattelus

The SPARKS career counselling model is a goal-directed counselling
process for individual and peer group counselling with young people
and adults. It aims to make the career counselling process transparent
and to help the clients visualize the various areas of their life through a
set of innovative structured tools - SPARKS chart, SPARKS cards and
SPARKS menus. They help the clients initiate a career-planning process
or re-enforce an existing career spark.
The SPARKS model has its theoretical foundation in constructivist
approaches, including sociodynamic career counselling, life design
counselling and contextual action theory.
In peer groups (ideally with six participants), the SPARKS counselling is
enhanced by having the clients actively functioning in the roles of both
peer counsellors and peer counsellees, thus strengthening their
participation and agency.

Non-partner countries

Career Path online career counseling and guidance system
(Croatia)
Toni Babarovic & Iva Šverko

Career Path is free online career counselling tool developed
to assist adolescents in the transition from high school to
the world of work or university education. Career Path
contains measures of clients’ vocational interests, work
values, career adaptability, career readiness, vocational
identity and career decision making difficulties and styles.
It helps clients to gain better insight into their vocational
preferences and to monitor their personal progress through
vocational development. It was developed through
research project funded by Croatian Science Foundation
and was placed online on webpage www.putkarijere.hr. It is
freely available to adolescents and other clients, by no cost.

Non-partner countries

Profolio.lv career education e-learning training platform
(Latvia)
SIA Karjeras Izaugsme

Career education e-learning training platform where
everyone gets a picture of themselves, will choose a future
profession and set the right goals.
The platform includes 6 career tests, resume formation,
cover letter writing, self-description task, creating a
portfolio of success. Each user has the ability to save
information about professional growth to create career
portfolio. All test results and completed tasks stored in the
profile, thus allowing users to analyze their career growth.
With the help of this platform, career specialists can now
do their work more quickly and effectively.

Non-partner countries

A mobile/web based game experience for self and
occupational exploration for career building (Turkey)
Nurten Karacan Ozdemir

The mobile/web based tool enables self and occupational exploration,
which can be used in personal career planning and building with
augmented virtual reality-based online game. The tool responds to
people from different age groups.
• Users can choose from different virtual scenarios in which
interests, abilities, and values are embedded and to experience
the scenarios with augmented reality.
• Next, the users give scores to these experiences, and the system
recommends occupations according to the scores given by them.
• Then, this technology allows the users to experience occupational
life including tasks, a typical day at the work, work conditions etc.
with augmented reality for each suggested occupation.
• Finally, it lists a ranking of occupations according to preferences of
the users, determined by their scores again.

